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Thread: Thoughts on PT THU (The Hookup)
gatsby - October 24, 2016, 9:14 pm

Hey Guys,
Trying to narrow down a buying order here and could use your help.
I've noticed mixed reviews on THU (The Hookup). Some say its weak. Some say its too buddy
buddy etc.
I'm just trying to figure out if its worth trying. I already have a lot of similar products:
Evolve
Taboo
AV
NA
Turn Up The Heat
Can someone with experience with other social/sexuals chime in on whether THU brings anything
new to the table or is mostly redundant given my collection.
Thanks,
Gats
Blacky Chan - October 24, 2016, 10:25 pm

Used about 2/3 of a 10ml bottle ans saw nothing. Went back and retested the remainder and still
nothing. If you look At the thread in the PT subforum there are less than a handful of lay reports.
Snoopyace - October 24, 2016, 11:18 pm

(10-24-2016 4:14 PM)gatsby Wrote: &nbsp;Hey Guys,
Trying to narrow down a buying order here and could use your help.
I've noticed mixed reviews on THU (The Hookup). Some say its weak. Some say its too buddy
buddy etc.
I'm just trying to figure out if its worth trying. I already have a lot of similar products:
Evolve
Taboo
AV
NA
Turn Up The Heat
Can someone with experience with other social/sexuals chime in on whether THU brings anything
new to the table or is mostly redundant given my collection.
Thanks,
Gats

If you have Evolve, you may not need THU. They are both similar products as far as how they work
for dates, etc. As Blacky pointed out it doesn't work for everyone, just like EVERY product. I find it
works VERY well for me but I have to initiate and talk with a woman for a few minutes for it to really
hook them. I also see that with Evolve.
For a fast hitting product that gets women interested in talking to you, I'd suggest Super Sexy 4
Men from Love Potion. There aren't a lot of reviews on it but it works really well for me. The big
difference between products like Evolve, THU and SS4M is that Evolve and THU seem to create a
lot of fallout. Lots of imprinting happens even if you don't get laid. In my experience, this is
especially true of THU. SS4M on the other hand, hits very quickly and very hard but really doesn't
imprint very strongly. Great for ONS but not as much for trying to create a relationship. Works great
if you are in a relationship, however.
Just my 2 cents. I'm sure someone will be along shortly to tell you why my experiences are wrong.
RoverRobb - October 24, 2016, 11:55 pm

The less it works on other users, the more I feel the product will work for me. I've been buying highly
reviewed products from here with relatively no success when using. So I'm buying THU along with
Captain and GOA (I know these work for many users but I just have a good feeling about these
products).
Also, I'm going to research lesser reviewed products and start making purchases.
SeekingSuccess - October 25, 2016, 2:25 am

Works great for me, and gets lots of attention from both females. And the lays will certainly be
accompanied by the attention.
V-nice - October 25, 2016, 7:59 am

(10-24-2016 5:25 PM)Blacky Chan Wrote: &nbsp;Used about 2/3 of a 10ml bottle ans saw nothing.
Went back and retested the remainder and still nothing. If you look At the thread in the PT subforum
there are less than a handful of lay reports.
No offense but you sound very amateur with that statement.
There's NO way you can judge a product off lay reports. You may be a lot better with women than a
lot of guys... So that's not about the product.
Let's say you and someone else puts on the same product (obviously many variables involved) but
you end up getting layed, and the other guy doesn't. Is that about the product?
Maybe the female simply just don't find the guy attractive, just one of many circumstances.
My friend, you know better than that.
I'm not going to try and convince anyone nor will I try and dissuade. This is why I tell everyone
there's no experience like your own. Because we're all different.
Let him spread his wings.
Androcles - October 25, 2016, 12:30 pm

Each mone that works for someone can have many useful features besides counting when you get
laid with it on.
One common denominator with a mone that works for a person is additional attention....use that

and go get yourself laid with all you have to offer or take.
For me THU works like Taboo for me, where a I find Evolve seriously lacking for me as a social,
attention getter or sexual escalation aide.
Some wise guy once said me + Androstenone ....somethin or other....lol
Blacky Chan - October 25, 2016, 2:10 pm

(10-25-2016 2:59 AM)V-nice Wrote: &nbsp;No offense but you sound very amateur with that
statement.
There's NO way you can judge a product off lay reports. You may be a lot better with women than a
lot of guys... So that's not about the product.
Let's say you and someone else puts on the same product (obviously many variables involved) but
you end up getting layed, and the other guy doesn't. Is that about the product?
Maybe the female simply just don't find the guy attractive, just one of many circumstances.
My friend, you know better than that.
I'm not going to try and convince anyone nor will I try and dissuade. This is why I tell everyone
there's no experience like your own. Because we're all different.
Let him spread his wings.
I'm going based on advertising,The product is called "the hook up" . There are very few people
hooking up with this product. Of course there are people getting attention and flirting, but in my
opinion the product description is to get laid.
metaltree - October 25, 2016, 2:31 pm

(10-25-2016 9:10 AM)Blacky Chan Wrote: &nbsp;I'm going based on advertising,The product is
called "the hook up" . There are very few people hooking up with this product. Of course there are
people getting attention and flirting, but in my opinion the product description is to get laid.
Yeah, I would expect a lot more lay reports with a product called "The Hookup" too.
This guy got laid with the product but he wore 8-10 sprays over a four hour period.
http://pherotruth.com/Thread-The-Hookup-VERY-Impressed?pid=155523#pid155523
V-nice - October 25, 2016, 3:52 pm

(10-25-2016 9:10 AM)Blacky Chan Wrote: &nbsp;I'm going based on advertising,The product is
called "the hook up" . There are very few people hooking up with this product. Of course there are
people getting attention and flirting, but in my opinion the product description is to get laid.
I hear you, and I do agree with that. But that clearly has not been the case with ANY pheromones.
They are all user driven.
Wow, if we all just put it on and got laid... You're looking at the OMEGA of all products!
But we all know better don't we? Lol. We know that products will assist you in getting to first
second and third, but notice how different users score homeruns as opposed to others.
The description can say all it wants, but can it ultimately assist you in getting laid?
As with all pheromones, right place, right time will play a factor.

Swoon is one that doesn't propose getting laid... But don't tell V-nice that...
metaltree - October 25, 2016, 5:31 pm

(10-25-2016 10:52 AM)V-nice Wrote: &nbsp;Wow, if we all just put it on and got laid... You're
looking at the OMEGA of all products!
I would expect that a product designed to get the wearer laid would give off a polarizing player vibe.
It would be up to the wearer to provide comfort and counter balance with his personality. The
Hookup is too well buffered to be named "The Hookup".
SeekingSuccess - October 26, 2016, 1:17 am

Have you worn THU, Metal?
metaltree - October 26, 2016, 1:58 am

(10-25-2016 8:17 PM)SeekingSuccess Wrote: &nbsp;Have you worn THU, Metal?
Yes, a couple times. It was definitely more social and less intimidating than you would expect from
a high Androstenone product. But I have not worn it enough to write a review.
But I must mention that I have it in a 10 mL bottle and I loved the fact that it came in a glass bottle.
PT was the first vendor that I know of that shipped glass 10 mL bottles with alcohol based products.

